To: MORF Technologies  
From: ITU Sports Department  
19th of June 2019

We are pleased to inform you that the MORF Technologies Tri-Fold Bar is acceptable for use in ITU draft-illegal competitions.

Copied below are the draft-illegal handlebar rules showing that these MORF Technologies Tri-Fold bars can be legally used in this type of competition.

These bars are NOT suitable for any ITU draft Legal races either Elite or Age Group.

MORF Technologies Tri-Fold Bar

5. Cycling
5.2 Equipment
f) Handlebars
(iii) For draft-illegal competitions, the following rules on handlebars apply

Only handlebars and clip-ons bars not extending beyond the leading edge of the front wheel will be permitted. Clip-on bars in two pieces do not need to be bridged. All tube ends have to be plugged.

Please note, that we are not in a position to certify these Tri-Fold bars; however we are able to acknowledge that the construction and design allows them to be used in draft-illegal races as specified above.

Yours sincerely,

Thanos Nikopoulos
ITU - Head of Operations